MINI PEDAL PUMP
With the mini pedal pump you can swell bicycles, cars, motorbikes and ultra-light aircraft.
With suitable adapters it is also possible to swing sports articles and toys or mattresses.
The integrated high pressure stage serves to regulate the pressure in pneumatic organs of motorcycles and
bicycles.
Endowment:






Pump with hose and valve connection with digital gauge
Ball Inflation Needle (at the base of the pump)
Adapters for mattresses (at the base of the pump)
Dunlop valve adapter (in the dust cap)
Nylon bag

Details:
-

Digital pressure gauge with LCD display
Multifunction connector
Manometer with valve connection
Maximum pressure 12 bar
Indication in bar, psi, KPa, Kg / cm²
High capacity sector for large volume volumetric swing
High pressure range, for pressures up to 12 bar
Automatic insertion

Adapters selection
- Automatic valve: large opening in valve connection
- Dunlop valve: Dunlop adapter in the opening of the valve attachment
- Sclaverand valve: small opening in the valve attachment
- Adapter for balloons and mattresses: large opening in the valve attachment
Pumps:
1234567-

Choose the valve attachment or the adapter
Insert the pressure gauge by pressing the button
Repeatly press the button until the desired unit is displayed
Place the valve head on the valve and close the lava at the top
Lower the bracket and place the pump on the floor
Using the foot, operate the piston of the pump until the desired pressure is reached
Move the lava to the valve attachment in the direction of the hose and extract the valve
attachment or the adapter

Setting the selector
The mini pump can work in two ways:
1. The high capacity switch (bottom pedal position) is used for rapid inflation. For most applications,
this selector must be used.
2. The high pressure switch (high pedal position) is used to generate pressures up to 12 bar. To
regulate the pressure of elastic organs of bicycles or motorcycles, this sector is used. For more
information, refer to the vehicle documentation.

Replacing the battery
When activating the warning symbol on the display, replace the battery. Open the battery
compartment cover with the help of a coin and take the battery. Insert a new battery (CR2032). The
battery must be dry and free from grease, the poles should not be attached to the unit. Close the cover.
Press the insertion button until StA appears on the display.

